
Hindi Lessons
Live 1:1 & Combined Sessions for All Ages

(Advanced Level)

Designing a curriculum for advanced-level Hindi language classes involves building
upon the foundation laid in beginner and intermediate levels. Here's a adaptive
curriculum for our advanced Hindi language classes:

Course Duration: Approximately one academic year

Course Objectives-

● 1. Develop advanced speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills in Hindi.
● 2. Expand vocabulary and grammar knowledge for more complex

communication.
● 3. Gain a deeper understanding of Hindi culture, literature, and society.
● 4. Engage in meaningful conversations, discussions, and debates in Hindi.
● 5. Be able to read and comprehend complex texts, articles, and literature in Hindi.

Course Outline:

Unit 1: Advanced Grammar and Vocabulary

● - Complex sentence structures
● - Advanced verb conjugation
● - Idiomatic expressions
● - Advanced tenses and moods
● - Use of prepositions
● - Synonyms and antonyms
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Unit 2: Advanced Conversational Skills

● - Discussing complex topics
● - Debates and arguments
● - Formal and informal language use
● - Advanced role-play scenarios
● - Giving presentations in Hindi
● - Discussing current events

Unit 3: Hindi Literature

● - Study of contemporary Hindi literature
● - Reading and analysis of Hindi novels and short stories
● - Introduction to Hindi poetry and poetic devices
● - Exploring Hindi literary figures
● - Comparative analysis of Hindi and world literature

Unit 4: Hindi Culture and Society

● - Understanding social issues in Hindi-speaking regions
● - Hindi cinema and its cultural impact
● - Religious and cultural festivals
● - Historical and cultural heritage
● - Traditional and modern customs

Unit 5: Advanced Writing Skills

● - Writing essays on complex topics
● - Crafting critical reviews
● - Formal letter and email writing
● - Writing creative stories and poems
● - Translating English texts to Hindi

Unit 6: Media and Technology

● - Analyzing Hindi news broadcasts and documentaries
● - Podcasts and radio shows in Hindi
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● - Online resources and social media in Hindi
● - Advanced Hindi typing and word processing
● - Creating digital content in Hindi

Unit 7: Advanced Comprehension and Interpretation

● - Listening to advanced Hindi news broadcasts
● - Watching Hindi films without subtitles
● - Understanding regional dialects and accents
● - Transcribing and translating audio content
● - Analyzing and discussing Hindi documentaries

Unit 8: Project and Presentation

● - Each student selects a topic of interest
● - Research and presentation in Hindi
● - Engaging with peer feedback
● - Reflect on the experience and challenges

Assessments:

● - Weekly quizzes on grammar, vocabulary, and reading comprehension.
● - Mid-term and final exams assessing speaking, writing, and listening skills.
● - Group discussions, debates, and presentations.
● - Reading comprehension tests on Hindi literature and texts.
● - A final project and presentation.

Materials:

● - Advanced Hindi textbooks and workbooks
● - Authentic Hindi literature and texts
● - Hindi films, documentaries, and audio resources
● - Digital tools for language learning
● - Online news articles, podcasts, and social media content in Hindi
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This curriculum provides a comprehensive framework for advanced Hindi language
classes, allowing students to build proficiency in the language, explore its culture and
literature, and engage with contemporary topics and issues in the Hindi-speaking world.
The curriculum can be adapted to suit the specific needs and interests of the learners
and the available resources.

Book A Free Demo Session Today-

https://guruathome.org/book-a-free-trial-class/

+1(323) 657 0924, +91 7014835141, +91 8440868293
www.guruathome.org

http://www.guruathome.org

